Kinetic studies of the inhibitory effects of propeptides subtilisin BPN' and Carlsberg to bacterial serine proteases.
The propeptides of bacterial subtilisin BPN' and Carlsberg were synthesized to investigate their inhibitory function on the enzymes. Kinetically, pro-BPN' inhibits the proteolytic activities of subtilisin BPN' and Carlsberg separately in a slow binding mode. Pro-Carlsberg behaves as a typical rapid equilibrium competitive inhibitor for these two proteases. Functionally, pro-Carlsberg inhibits the subtilisins with moderate selectivity. The inhibition constant Ki of pro-BPN' to subtilisin BPN' is 5.0 nM, and 6.1 nM to subtilisin Carlsberg. The on-rate of pro-BPN' to subtilisin BPN' is 5.8 x 10(5) M(-1)s(-1), and the off-rate 2.9 x 10(-3) s(-1). Similarly, the on-rate of pro-BPN' to subtilisin Carlsberg is 2.2 x 10(5) M(-1)s(-1), and the off-rate 1.3 x 10(-3) s(-1). On the other hand, the Ki of pro-Carlsberg to subtilisin BPN' gives 1.3 x 10(2) nM, and 88 nM to subtilisin Carlsberg. Based on the key features of the interactions between pro-BPN' and subtilisin from X-ray crystallographic results (Gallagher et al., 1995), the correlation between the sequence of subtilisin propeptides and their inhibition abilities on the proteases are compared and discussed.